
Dynamics



For problems on dynamics:
Problems consist of finding the acceleration of some 
system or forces acting between some bodies.



Method 4
- For each body, we find all the forces acting on it, 
including normal forces and frictional forces

- Write out Newton’s second law in terms of components



Idea 30
If a body is initially at rest, then its shift vector is parallel 
to the force acting on it (and its acceleration) right after 
the start of its motion.

Idea 31
If bodies are connected by a rope, a rod, a pulley, or one 
is supported by the other, then there is an arithmetic 
relation between the bodies’ shifts (and velocities, 
accelerations) that describes the fact that the length of 
the string is constant.







Method 5
The same as method 4, but the motion is investigated in 
a non-inertial frame of reference where one of the 
bodies is at rest.

- Useful in questions concerning wedges – where it is 
difficult to write out the condition for an object to stay on 
the wedge in the laboratory frame



Fact 9
If the frame of reference of an accelerating body is used 
(method 5), then in the new frame the forces acting on 
this body add up to zero.







Method 6
Let us call q a generalized coordinate if the entire state of 
a system can be described by this number. Say we need 
to find the acceleration ሷ𝑞.

Potential energy ∏(q) Kinetic energy K = 
𝑴 ሶ𝒒𝟐

𝟐

M – combination of masses of bodies (and perhaps of 
moments of inertia)

Conservation of energy

∏(q) + 
𝑴 ሶ𝒒𝟐

𝟐
= const.



Method 6
Differentiate with respect to time:

∏’(q) ሶ𝒒 + M ሶ𝒒 ሷ𝒒 = 0

ሷ𝒒 = -
∏′(q)
𝑴







Idea 32
If x-components of the sum of external forces and of the 
velocity of the center of mass are both zero, the x-
coordinate of the center of mass remains constant.

- Reduce the effective number of degrees of freedom



Idea 33
The x-coordinate of the center of mass of a system of 
bodies is:







Idea 34
Newton’s laws are mostly used to find acceleration from 
force, but sometimes it is clever to find force from 
acceleration.

Idea 35
Pat attention to special cases and use simplifications that 
they give rise to!



Idea 36
Project Newton’s 2nd law on the axis perpendicular to an 
unwanted vector, e.g. an unknown force or the tangential 
component of acceleration.



Idea 37
If energy is conserved, write it out immediately. Energy is 
conserved if there is no dissipation and external forces 
acting on the system are static.

Idea 38
The normal force vanishes at the moment a body 
detaches from a surface.







Idea 39
To answer the question of whether a body lifts off, we 
have to find the point on the non-lifting-off trajectory 
with smallest normal force.

If the normal force has to be negative at that point, then 
the body lifts off; the critical value is zero.







Idea 40
Conservation laws can hold only during some period of 
time.

Idea 41
Momentum is conserved if the sum of external forces is 
zero; sometimes momentum is conserved only along one 
axis.



Idea 42
The velocity is maximal (or minimal) when the 
acceleration (and net force) is zero; shift is extremal 
when the velocity is zero.







Idea 43
When a body is rotating around the axis s, the net torque 
it experiences is M = Iɛ, where I is its moment of inertia 
with respect to axis s.

I = σ𝒎𝒊𝒓𝒊
𝟐 ⋅𝒓𝟐 = ⅆ𝒎 ⋅𝒓𝟐ρ = ⅆ𝒎

𝑟𝑖 - the distance of the i-th particle from the axis s

Kinetic energy K = 
𝟏

𝟐
I𝝎𝟐



Idea 44
The more general and sometimes indispensable form of 
Newton’s 2nd law is:

𝑭 = 
ⅆ𝑷

ⅆ𝒕
, where 𝑷 is the net momentum of the system and 

𝑭 is the sum of external forces acting on the system.

An analogous formula is 𝑴 = 
ⅆ𝑳

ⅆ𝒕
, where 𝑳 is the net 

angular momentum of the system and 𝑴 is the sum of 
external torques.



Idea 45
Net force and torque acting on very light bodies 
(compared to other bodies) are zero.







Idea 46
Newton’s 2nd law can be written as 𝑭 = M 𝒂𝒄, where 𝑎𝑐 is 
the acceleration of the center of mass.

Idea 47
Sometimes it is easier to compute the components of a 
vector, even if we are interested in its magnitude only.







Idea 48
If the center of mass of a system cannot move, then the 
net force acting on it is zero.

Fact 10
The tension in a weightless thread thrown over a 
weightless pulley or pulled along a frictionless surface is 
the same everywhere.







Idea 49
When bodies are connected by frictional forces, one 
needs to consider all possible combinations of there 
being relative slipping between all possible touching 
surfaces.

If we assume that there is no slipping between two 
touching bodies, then they could be treated as a whole.







Idea 50
If an absolutely elastic ball hits another motionless 
identical ball and the rotation of the balls can be ignored, 
then upon impact there will be a right angle between the 
velocity vectors of the two balls.

Fact 11
When an elastic ball undergoes a central collision with 
another identical stationary ball, the first ball stops and 
the second gains the velocity of the first ball.







Idea 51
- Collisions (many-body interactions) are easier treated in 
the center of mass system

- Momentum conservation is easiest to write down (the 
net momentum is zero)

Idea 52
If a force acting on a body during a known time does not 
change direction, then the transferred momentum has 
the same direction as the force.







Idea 53
Representing the process visually, e.g. with a graph, tends 
to be very useful.







Idea 54
If a body slides along a level surface, then the energy that 
gets converted to heat is equal to the product of the 
friction force and the length of the sliding track.







Idea 55
Sometimes it is beneficial to treat momenta as vectors, 
treating their vectorial sums and differences using 
triangle or parallelogram rules.



Fact 12
In a stroboscopic photograph, the vector from one 
position of the body to the next is proportional to its 
velocity.

Fact 13
Newton’s 3rd law

If two bodies interact, the changes of momenta of the 
two bodies are equal and opposite.







Idea 56
If it seems that it is possible to solve a problem using 
both energy and momentum conservation, then at least 
one of these is not actually conserved.







Fact 14
To make anything move – bodies or a flow – force needs 
to be exerted.



Idea 57: Condition for Continuity
For a stationary flow, the flux of matter is constant and is 
independent of the cross-section.

Incompressible liquid in pipe:

Sink – flow is discharged – the mass increases:







Idea 58
If during an impact against a hard wall there is always 
sliding, then the ratio of the impulses imparted along and 
perpendicular to the wall is μ.







Fact 15
If the exact shape of a certain surface or a time 
dependence is not given, then you have to deal with the 
general case: prove that the proposition is true for an 
arbitrary shape.







Idea 59
Kinetic energy: K = 𝑲𝒄 + 

𝑴𝒗𝒄
𝟐

𝟐

𝑲𝒄 - kinetic energy in center-of-mass frame

M – net mass of the system

Momentum: 𝑷 = M𝒗𝒄 (because 𝑷𝒄 = 0)

Angular momentum: 𝑳 = 𝑳𝒄 + 𝒓𝒄 x 𝑷

Parallel-axis theorem: I = 𝑰𝒐 + M𝒂𝟐

𝑰𝒐 - moment of inertia with respect to an axis through 
the center of mass

a – distance between two axes







Idea 60
Angular momentum is additive. Kinetic energy, 
momentum, etc. are also additive.



Idea 61: Moments of Inertia
With respect to the center of mass

A rod of length l: 
𝟏

𝟏𝟐
M𝒍𝟐

Solid sphere: 
𝟐

𝟓
M𝑹𝟐

Spherical shell: 
𝟐

𝟑
M𝑹𝟐

Cylinder: 
𝟏

𝟐
M𝑹𝟐

Square with side length a (axis perpendicular to its 

plane): 
𝟏

𝟔
M𝒂𝟐









Idea 62
If a body collides with something, then its angular 
momentum is conserved with respect to the point of 
impact.







Method 7
Convert a real-life problem into the formal language of 
physics and math – create a model.

- Challenging and interesting aspects of physics

- More creative freedom than solving an existing model 
using well-established ideas







Idea 63
The relation Iɛ = M is valid if the center of rotation is 
motionless

It turns out that is also holds when the instantaneous axis 
of rotation is moving translationally such that the 
distance of the body’s center of mass from the axis does 
not change.









Idea 64
For cylindrical or spherical bodies rolling or slipping on a 
horizontal surface, the angular momentum is conserved 
with respect to an arbitrary axis lying in the plane of the 
surface.







Idea 65
If a system consisting of elastic bodies, connected by 
springs, threads, etc. interacts with other bodies, then 
the duration of impact of the elastic bodies is significantly 
smaller than the characteristic times of other processes.

- The whole process can be divided into simpler stages: 
an almost instantaneous collision of elastic bodies

- Slow process: the oscillations of the spring, etc.







Idea 66
If the motion of a spread collection of particles could be 
divided into oscillation in a known direction and an 
oscillation-free motion (motion perpendicular to the 
oscillation), then the particles are focused at certain 
points: where the oscillation phase of all particles is 
either zero or is an integer multiple of 2π.







Background Information
A finite-size rigid body that oscillates around a fixed axis 
is known as the physical pendulum.

Frequency of small oscillations:

- moment of inertia with respect to the axis of 
oscillation

- distance of the center of mass from that axis



Reduced Length
Parallel-axis theorem:

Reduced length – distance such that the frequency of 
oscillation of a mathematical pendulum of that length is 
the same as for the given physical pendulum



Idea 67
If we draw a straight line of distance ሚ𝑙 such that it passes 
through the center of mass and one of its ends is by the 
axis of rotation, then if we move the rotation axis to the 
other end of the segment: the new frequency of 
oscillation is the same as before



Idea 67
Conclusion: The set of 
points where the axis 
rotation could be placed 
without changing the 
frequency of oscillation 
consists  of two 
concentric circles around 
the center of mass









Idea 68
If a body moves in a liquid, the fluid will also move.

A) If the flow is laminar (no eddies), only liquid adjacent 
to the body will move

B) If the flow is turbulent, there will be a turbulent “tail” 
behind the body

In either case, the characteristic velocity of the moving 
liquid is the same as the velocity of the body.



Laminar Flow

α – characterizes the geometry of the body that 
correspond to the extent of the region of the liquid that 
will move (compared to the volume of the body itself)

Acted on by force F:

Effective mass increases by:







Idea 69
For liquid flow, Bernoulli’s law (energy conservation) is 
often helpful:

- static pressure

- height of the considered point

- velocity of the flow at that point



Fact 16
Inside the liquid close to its free surface the static 
pressure is equal to the external pressure.



Idea 44
The more general and sometimes indispensable form of 
Newton’s 2nd law is:

𝑭 = 
ⅆ𝑷

ⅆ𝒕
, where 𝑷 is the net momentum of the system and 

𝑭 is the sum of external forces acting on the system.

An analogous formula is 𝑴 = 
ⅆ𝑳

ⅆ𝒕
, where 𝑳 is the net 

angular momentum of the system and 𝑴 is the sum of 
external torques.



Idea 70
Idea 44 can be generalized in a way that would hold for 
open systems.





Fact 17
If we can ignore viscosity, the component of the force 
exerted by the stream bed on the flow that is parallel to 
these is zero.







Idea 71
Standard method for finding velocity of propagation:

- Choose a reference system where the wave is at rest.

- Continuity and energy conservation hold.







Idea 72
If a similar oscillatory motion takes place, for which the 
parameters of the system change slowly (compared to 
the period of oscillation), then the adiabatic invariant I is 
conserved.



Adiabatic Invariant
- Area enclosed by the closed contour traced by the 
trajectory of the system on the phase diagram 
(coordinates are the spatial coordinate x and momentum 
𝒑𝒙)

- Closed contour: parametric curve x(t), 𝒑𝒙(t) if we trace 
the motion during one period T

- Thermodynamics: Adiabatic law in gases






